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High Tolerance: Wisconsin’s Complicated Relationship With Alcohol 

A Two-week Special Series From Wisconsin Public Radio 

Madison, Wis. – In Wisconsin, we toast our team’s success with a cold beer, sip on an old-fashioned at 

the supper club and booze our way through many a celebration. For many, alcohol is a big part of the 

state’s culture. According to a Beer Serves America study, beer alone contributes $10 billion dollars to 

the state’s economy. At the same time, a 2012 University of Wisconsin Law School study indicated that 

excessive drinking costs the state nearly as much annually. Starting May 13, this dichotomy is explored 

on Wisconsin Public Radio’s (WPR) in-depth series, “High Tolerance: Wisconsin’s Complicated 

Relationship With Alcohol.”  

“Alcohol plays a big part in the economic and social fabric of our state, but it comes with a cost,” said 

Noah Ovshinsky, WPR news director and series executive producer. “Our hope is to provide a 

comprehensive and holistic perspective on this complicated relationship.” 

WPR State Capitol Reporter Laurel White opens the series with an overview of the popularity, politics, 

and human cost of our high tolerance. Reporters from all seven WPR news bureaus will follow with 

stories on topics as diverse as teens and alcohol, profiles of a bartender and a brewer, the challenges of 

alcoholism treatment options in rural communities, and the tragic loss of life due to drunken driving. 

“In researching for this series, we discovered the ways Wisconsin stands out from the nation in its 

relationships – cultural and political – with alcohol,” said Kyla Calvert Mason, WPR assistant news 

director and series executive editor. “’High Tolerance’ attempts to assess the impacts those 

relationships have on the people of Wisconsin.” 

 “High Tolerance: Wisconsin’s Complicated Relationship With Alcohol” will be heard on “Morning 

Edition” and “All Things Considered” on WPR’s NPR News & Classical Music Network May 13-24. “The 

Morning Show” and “Central Time” will expand upon the series on The Ideas Network. ”High Tolerance” 

will be available in its entirety at wpr.org/alcohol. 

### 

EDITORS: WPR News Director Noah Ovshinsky, Assistant News Director Kyla Calvert Mason and 

Individual reporters are available for interviews by request. Please contact Rick Reyer at 715-261-6391 

or rick.reyer@wpr.org. 

About Wisconsin Public Radio 

For over 100 years, Wisconsin Public Radio has served the people of Wisconsin with quality news, music, 

talk and entertainment. On air, online and in the community - we work for Wisconsin. WPR is a service 

of the Educational Communications Board and University of Wisconsin-Madison. Listen, learn more and 

donate at www.wpr.org. 
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